Light
Definition: n. The natural agent that stimulates sight and makes things visible.

What is a source of light? ________________.

Activity Idea:
Shadow Tracing!

Materials:
- Piece of paper
- Pencil
- Your favorite toy/object

(Activity on page 2)

Activity Extension:
Try shadow tracing again with another object!

Try shadow tracing inside using a flashlight instead of the sun!

What difference does natural light (light from the sun) make? Is it easier to trace inside or outside?

Daily Doodle
Draw what you think of when someone says “light”
Shadow Tracing Activity

Directions

1. Find a spot outside on a sunny day
2. Lay your paper on the ground
3. Place your favorite toy on the right side of the paper
4. Trace the shadow!
5. Share your shadow tracings with us at Berkshire Museum!